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A 544-channel iow-noise. high-rate, precision charge amplification and 
ADC system was constructed for the Fermilab Experiment 705 
eiccUomagncdc calorimeter, which employs SCGl-C scintillating glass and 
SF5 Iead glass instrumented with photo-multiptiplin tubes. A general 
discussion of the system is given, and the charge amplification. fast uigger 
pulse generation. and analog to digital conversion aspects of the system are 
presented in more detail. Performance is evaluated using data from 
Experiment 705 and from off-line tests. Short and long renn pedesul 
stability, basclinc rtcoveq and rate capability, linear@ of response. and 
crosstalk bcnuecn channels are discussed. 

l-be accurate detecuon and measwcmem of photons over a 
iarpc range of cncrgies 1s central to the goals of Fcrmiiah 
Experiment 705 [1,2]. which twk data with a high mass dimuon 
mgga and a large IT~~SVCISC energy uigger from June of 1987 to 
February of 1988. 

The dimuon rigger seiecu CYCms containing muon pairs 
with mass g~eacx than 2.4 GeVIcZ: these events are re.xmsm~~tcd 
and inspceted off-l& for J/v (3097) candidates. Rcconsmxted 
J/yr’s arc combined wilh photons in an attempt to reconstruct the 
radiadvc decays of the xi (3510) and ~2 (3555) charmonium 
states. For Expcrimcnt 705. the photons from these decays lie in 
rhe l-30 GcV energy range. Excclicnt energy resolution, on the 
order of several pcrccnt. is ncccssar? if the ~1 and ~2 states arc to 
be rcSOlVcd. 

The large uansvcne energy nigger selccrs ewnls which 
se likdy to cm,cain Lag?. na.nsvm~ mommum photons. some of 
which result from hard CoUisions bewccn the quarks and gluons 
in he target and beam pamcles. These photons can have energus 
m exc,tss of 200 GeV in Ihe kinematica region probed by 
Exper”nc”t 705. 

To nxcas~re phmon cncrgics and positions (and thcrcfme 
momcnw.), a large acceptance e1ecumnagncnc ca10nmcrer was 
cawnaed as pan of the Fermilab High lnrcnsity Labomtory open 
gcomtzo?, specmmcter. The calodme~r consists in pan oi several 
mayn of SCGI-C scindlladng glass 131 and SF5 lead glass blocks 

insuumentcd wxh photo-multiplier mbes. The SF5 blacks ali 
have cross sccoonal area 15 x 15 c&. while the SCGl-C blocks 
have either 15 x 15 cm2 or 7.5 x 7.5 cm2 cross sectional area. 

Photons depositing their energy in the ca~mimeur produce 
ccrcnkov light in the lead giass and ccrenkov as well as 
scintillation light in the scmtillating glass. Each photo-multipiier 
cube prcduccs a charge pulse proportional to the cncrgy deposited 
in a single block. 

The experiment ran al average inuracdon rates between 
300 kHz and 1 MHz. During stable acceicrator operaion. beam 
was present over a -20 second spill followed by a -50 set inrcrval 
wirbout beam During the spill. the instantaneous interaction rare 
could be much higher (5 to 10 times) than the average inreracdon 
rate. Data were tien at average inlcracrion rates between 2 kHz 
and 800 kHz. with some running at 1 MHz and 2 MHz. Mosr 
running took place at average interaction rates of -300 kHz and 
8COkHz. 

A system of cIecuonics was constructed to intcgrm 8nd 
digitize tic photo-multiplier tube charge pulses I” all blocks for 
inrrracdons of imar% taking piace in the spccucnnerer. The same 
system provided fast ourpur puiscs pmponional to deposited 
energy from a subset of the blocks for UPC in the formadon of the 
large “a”S”crse energy “iggcr 141. Tbcsc fast output pulses wcrc 
aim used to obram tune digitized information for energy deposited 
I” the blocks. 
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Figure I. BlockDiagram of a Single Chmcl 

Figure I shows the clccmmics associated with a single 
SF5 lead glass channel in block diagram form A photon 
“showers” in the block. giving rise IO cercnkov light which is 
collcctcd by B 5” EMI 9791KB photo-multiplier t&c. (3” RCA 
6342AV photo-multiplier tubes ate used on the small cross section 
SCGL-C b&k.%) The charge pulse produced propagates through 
a -200 nscc 50 f2 RG-8 foam-filled coaxial cable to one of the 
sixteen inputs of a Charge Amplifier and ALX Card. IShorter 
lcnerhs of RG-58 and RG-174 coaxial cable arc added at the 
rcc&ing end to achieve equal liming of all block signals.) 

The 12 x 20 in: multi-iayer Charge Ampiifier and ADC 
Cards we housed in three modifed CAMAC crates for readout and 
conucd. Each crate is powcrcd by its own +24V. -24V. +6V and 
-6V supphes. Two of tbc crates in the system contain thirteen 
cards each: the otbcr crate contains eight cards. 

Charge pulses entering a channel are continuousiy 
intepted by a charge intcgmting amplifier. For each input pulse, 
turn fast output pulses proponionill to the integrated charge in the 
input pulse arc produced: these pulses arc sent directly to the 
rigger logic clecnvnics and a set of TDCs. 

If a positive mggcr decision is made and the event is to be 
read OUL a Charge Card Contrcdler module in each of the tbrce 
crates causes the Charge Ampliticr and ADC Cards to store rhe 
charge integrating amplifier outputs for each channel from just 
before and just after rhc event. The diffcrcnces bctwcen the 
before sod aftcr values, rcpreseming dx magia dcposircd in cacb 
channel by the event of inurcst, arc then digitized. The mtcgmtor 
output from just before the cvcnt is digitized as well. 

The digitized values for all channels are read out through 
CAMAC by a data acquisition program employing “sman” crate 
conaollen designed by members of the McGill University 
Depamncnt of Physics 151. 

The charge integrating amplifier for a single cbanncl is 
shown in Figure 2. Components and voltages associated with 
biasing networks arc not shown. Each channel is powered by 
individually rcguIati +24 V and -24 V lines. Bias currents to tne 
pair of common base ransistors Tl and T2 arc supplied througn 
cnmm follower networks inot shown) for fticr fiitming. 

Transiswn Tl and T2 arc both nmmalIy conducting. The 
output of slow operational amplifier U1 is the low frequency 
palion of the inpur voltage; opcnticaal ampliticr u2 nies to keep 
its negative input at this voltage, so that coLlector voltages of tbe 
two aamistors are held at tbc baseline for low frqucncics. 

The photo-multiplier tube cumnt pulse from an SF5 block 
has a rise time of - 15 nsec and falls cxponcntiaily wirh time 
constant -20 nsec. The signai is therefore dominated by 
frequencies for which the ,022 v capacitors in scrics with tbc 
emitters of Tl and T2 prcscnt very low impcdancc. and these high 
frequency components see an input impedance of -50 R (recall 
that both transisrorr transmit signal current), so that the 
nanmiss~on lie impedance is matched. The input currat p&e is 
integrated on the capacitor Cinr For tbe SF5 blocks, Gin, = 150 
pF andRh, = 170 R (470 fI in parallel with 270 R.) 

The vaiue 150 pF for Cint is chosen so that the integmtcd 
charge from a 100 GeV input pulse will give -2 V integrated 
vohagc: the Iargcs1 voltage the channel CM digidrc is -2.5 V. The 
resistor Rinr is chosen to achieve optimal integration time (-25 
nscc from 10% to 90% of full amplitude for SF5) by 
compmatig for fbc cxpnmtid ail of the input signal. 
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,022 IIF 6.8 kR 

Figure 2. Charge lnmgrating Amplifier 

The high im@ancc buffer B presents the voltage on Gin, 
to the 68 kQ resistor in series with the ncgativc input of UZ. A 
voImgc IS ploduced at the O”p”t of u2 (- -. 1 dmes the voltage on 
C& which brings Cinr back to the baseline voltage with time 
constant -10 psesec. flhis is nue only for the fast pulse, for which 
U2 is effectively in a closed loop configuration with a gain of 
appmx*tcly -6.8 kQ i 68 kQ for low frqucncics. the gain of 
U2 is just tts open lwp gain) 

The s,ignal shapes for the SCGI-C scintillating glass 
blocks arc dlffcrcnt. so that the product of Ci,, and Rint is 
diffcrcnt for SCGl-C channels. Furthermore. it was desired to 
digitize encrgics up to 150 GcV in tic iargc cross section SCGl-C 
blocks and 250 GeV in the SCGI-C blocks with small cross 
y%ion: Ci,,r values of 220 pF and 390 pF respcctivcly were. used 
m these classes of blocks. 

Figure 3 shows schematically the fast trigger pulse 
generaion and sampwmd-hold networks for a single channel. 
The buffered oumut voltage of the charge integrating amplifier is 
presented to a 400 nscc packaged delay line. Signnals from the 
mput end of the delay and a 160 nsec tap paint arc differentially 
antplitied to give a monopolar voltage pulse with amplitude 0. I \ 
propomonal m the integrated charge in the channel. Two ournut 
pulses arc generated for each channel. both capable of drivine a 
load of 50 n. 

The shapes of the fast trigger m,lscs in each channel are 
adlusted for opnmai rise and decay “mes ,c.g. -24 nsez and -70 
nscc mpcctivci~ for SF5 chatmcls~ and a reasonable plateau ce.r. 

- 112 nsc~ at >90% of fuii amplxudc for SF5, so that mgg& 
Srr”bC ur”“lp 1s nor CmiCd. 

The fast mgger gains of all cbanncls arc acjustcd so that a 
100 GeV test pulse will give a 400 mV amplitude fast trigger 
puisc. Channels capable of digitizing 250 GeV can tbcn give 
tnggcr pulse amplit+ of up to I V. the peak output voltage of 
the tifcrmcc ampbf~cr’s linear range. The DC offsets of the fast 
mggcr outputs are adjusted to within -1-2 mV of 0 V with a 
pxnuornc~r adjusnnent on each channel. 

The 400 nscc delay provides the time IICECSI~ for the 
external trigger logic to make a decision. usmg m pai the fast 
mgger ourput pulses dcscribcd above. 

The output voltage from the delay package cbarees ovo 
sampie-and-hold capacitors Cl and C2 as long as tb; JET 
swftches SI and S2 arc closed. If an event is to be dig&cd. 
watch Sl is opcncd at time Tl. just before the signal of intercsr 
appears at the delay line output, so that the Cl voltage level 
reflects the state of the charec ,tntegrating amplifier output just 
before the went of interest 1s mtegratcd. Switch S2 is opened 
250 nscc later at “me T2. so that the voltage on C2 rcflccts the 
state of the integrator output just afrer the ew.nt of intcmst is 
inrcgrated. 

The T2 T1 value is chosen to best match the rise time of 
the voltage on the sample-and-hold networkcaoacitors Cl and C2. 
The choscn~ flme of 250 nscc allows the CZ v&age to rise to the 
full charge mtegrator output level. For cxam~lc. it takes 130 nsec 
ior the C2 voltaec tn an SF5 channel to risc’irom 10% of its full 
value to 90% of Its full value. 

The Cl and C2 voltages are diffcremiailv amplified. and 
the differences for the stxtcen channels on the c&d arc sent to the 
muhipicxing and,ADC stage which follows. The C2 voIrapc is 
muldplicd by a gam a slightly greater than unity relative to the Cl 
voltage before the difference 1s calculated to compensate for the 
exponcnnai decay C-10 ~scc time constant, of the charge 
lnrcgrattne am?llfler output bctwccn the tlmc at which it ~‘a 
“laxnn”rn and *me F. 
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Figure 3. Fast Trigger Output Generation and 
Sample-and-HoldNetworks 

The voltage level sent to tbc multiplexing stage when no 
input signal was intcgraxd (“pcdestaV’) depends on the leakage 
charges Ql and Q2 injecti by the IFET switches Sl and S2 each 
time they are opened. Typically QI-Q2: the gain factor a>1 thus 
insures that some positive non-zetu voltage value will be digitized. 
(IfQl>QZ it is sometimes neccssaty to boost the output voltage 
level by a fixed amount so that the pedestal voltage will be 
positve.) 

If pedestals are to be stable it is crucial that the leakage 
charges Ql and Q2 be the same for each switch opening and not. 
for example, depend on the time since the last opening of Sl and 
S2. Forone type of analog switch, the Harris CMOS ZOlHS, the 
digitized pcdaal vtduc was found to be highly dependent on gate 
freqtmtcy, or more particularly, on the time since the last gate (61. 
Replacement of the 201HS with another switch, the National 
Scmiccmductor JFET LF13201. eliminated this problem, which 
wss a ~JM atmoyancc in this particular application because of the 
sumgent rcquuements on pedestal fluctuattons. described in more 
detail later. 

The quantity a was adjusted on each channel with a 
ptenOometer before data taking. Proper choice oi a optimizes the 
return to “pedestal” after charge has been deposited. If a is too 
large. the digitized 0”tp”l WiII be greater than the nominal pedestal 
for some time interval following the deposit of charge in the 
channel, so that an event cccuting in this time interval and which 
deposits no energy in the chatmel in question wili ncvmthcless 
measure non-zero ettergy in the channel. If a is too small, the 
dig&cd value will be smaller than the nominal pedestal or, if 
non-zero energy is deposited in the channel. the measured 
digitized value will be smaller than the correct value. In cithhcr 
case, the digitized value will eventually return to the nominai 
p-edestal. on a time scale on the order of t&cc. 

‘Ike ourput voltages (UV, - Vc,) for the sineen channels 
of each card are multiplexed to a single Analog Devices 5200 
12-bit successive appmximatton ADC. Befon being presented to 
he ADC. each channel’s output voltage is multiplied bv a factor of 
8 if the digitized value would be less than l/8 of fuli scale. or 3 
factor of I if this is not the case: in this way. an effective 
sensitivity of IT-bits is obmind for small signals. 

The voltage Ievcl of capacitor Cl for each channel is 
coarsely dig&cd (3 birsl so that information about the output level 
of the charge integrating amplifier just before each digiti event 
is maind. 

The digitized values for the sixteen channels arc shifted 
into a FIFO to await read-out thmugh CAMAC. The thra crates 
are read out setialIy. The readout sequence within a crate is as 
folkws: tbc FIFO’s of the cards in the crate arc read scqucntirdly 
by card. so that all channel l’s are read first. then all channel 2’s. 
and so one until all channel 16’s have been read and the crate has 
ban completely read out. In this way, readout CM proceed at the 
full CAMAC rate (I MHz) even if the AIX digitization rate is 
much slower. 

Cads are ty@a.lly still digidzing their channels as the crate 
is being read out; if the FIFO on a card does not have a word 
available, no Q response is sent from the card and the controller 
C~~MU~S to mterm~ate the card undl the ADC has a vaiue ready. 

The output from each channel is a sixteen bit word. The 
lowest twelve bits contain the digidxd vaIue (O-4095 counts) of 
(aV, - Vet) mpmseming the energy deposited in the chatmel for 
the event being mad out. The thirteenth tbmugh fifteenth bits arc 
the digitmd value of the Cl capacitor voltage, representing the 
baseline subwcted for the event of interesL The sixteenth bit is SCI 
ON if the channel’s analog output was multiplied by 8 bcforc 
digiidraoon. 

s 

Elccuonic noise from photo-multiplier tubes. base 
electrontcs, pickup on coaxial transmission lines. and in the 
electmttics itself will manifest itself as flttctttations in tbc digitized 
pedestal for a channel. which may be expressed in digital coums 
or. of gteatcr interest to the experimew in energy units. 

Pedestal flucm2.tions entcrtbc fractimlal energy rcsoiution 
o(E) ! E of a calorimeter as a term inversely proportional to 
energy E: 

o(E)iE-(opEDIE) + (A/%1 + B 



where qED is tbc pedestal width in cnerey units. A is -2% fo: The pedestals are found to be quite stable over long 
SCGl-C scittdllarittg glass and -5% for SF5 lead glass. and B is periods of dme (scverai counts over a per& of months). as long 
the “systematic term” which represents various errors in energ) as the electrottics is kept in dmrmal equilibrium. When a crate is 
meas~ment which are proponional to E. Major connibutiorts to turned on “cold,” the pcdestais of all channels fall slowly over a 
B include uncertainties m relative gains between cbamtcis and period of 20 minutes or so. and then stabilize with widths 
losses in measured energy due to leakage and albedo. between 1 and 3 digital cmmts. 

The conuibutions to the systematic term B which are due 
to uncertainties in relative gains between channels are minimized 
fork-m 705 by conducting an elaborate set of calibnticms 
in which clecnons or posiucms of known momentum are sent into 
every block of the calorimeter. Gain are tracked between 
calibrations using an LED pulser system which puts light into 
every block in test triggers taken between spills. (The LED pulscr 
amplitude itself is nacked with three PIN diodes.) The 
uncertainties in gains are currently -1%. and better results are 
hoped for with refinements in the bUerprewion of caiibmdon data. 

Lack of precision in the digitized value for a charge pulse 
of a given amplitude would further degrade energy resoluion. 
Table 2 shows the measured values in digital counts and their 
sigmas for a full scale test charge puise over a range of 
attenuations injected into an SF5 channel. The average and sigma 
arc calculated over 25 digitidotts at each attenuator setting. Note 
that the x10, xlC0. and pedestal vahtes are in the x8 regime of the 
ADC card: the xl. x2. and x4 values would notmally be multiplied 
by a factor of 8 off-line. The digitized value is seen to be precise to 
less than a part in 1OW for the xl regime and to a few parts in 
101X for the x8 regime. 

If E is the energy of a group of channels (typicaliy a 
photon deposits its energy over no more than 9 blocks. with 
>90% in four blocks). thm (ICED is the sum in quadrature of the 
pedestal widths for the channels involved, or the algebraic sum if 
rhc flttetuatiotts are for smne masO” “maximally” cormlated. 

Table 1. Averqc Pedestal Widths for SF5 and SCGI-C Blcck Chatmeis 

Blcck Type Average 
Pedcati 

AVClXge 
Pedestai 

Width icotmc, / Width iMe\? 

SF5 (15 x 15 cm2) 100 1.71 5.45 

SCGI-C (15 x 15 cm2) 150 1.54 7.10 

SCGI-C (7.5 x 7.5 cm21 250 1.66 13.6 

Pedestal fluctuations will become a major term in the 
energy readution for photon energies on the order of a few GeV if 
OWED - IM) MeV. It WBS themfore desired to keep the noise in 
each cbmmel at the single count level. For the SF5 channels. this 
corresponds to -3 Me’f. while for the two types of SCGI-C 
channel a single count is either -5 MeV or -8 MeV. ‘lix worst 
ease value of 0~ for SF5 for example will lben be 27 McV for 
nine blecks with “maximal1y” correlated pedestal fluctuations. 
(Off-line exe&&on of pedestal data taken during the mn shows 
that pedestal fluctuations are not in fact correlated) Table 1 shows 
the measwed pedestal widths in digital cmmts and energy units 
(MeV) for the tbmc classes of blocks used in the cabximeten 

About one half of a digital count is typically contributed to 
the p-edestal width by the photwmultipiier mbe and cable noise. If 
the charge ampliiier is disconnected from the delay package input 
(see Figure 3), the pedestal width decreases by about .4 digital 
counts: the sampie-and-hold network typically connibutes about a 
digital count to the pedestal width. 

To run at average interaction rates up to -I MHz it is 
necessary to insure that the digitized value for a channel will have 
returned to its pedestal value witbin -1 pscc of an event 
depositing energy in the channel. In addition the sample-and-hold 
tisc time must be short enough to insure that a subsequem evem 
occurting within -1 wet of the event of interest will not degrade 
the digitizzd value for the event of inercst 

Figure 4 shows the digitized response of a single chatmei 
m a test pulse wirh ciose to full scaie ampittude [71. The ordinate 
is Tl. the opening time of switch S 1 (see Figure 3) relative to the 
time which gives maximal digiued output Switch S2 is opened 
250 nsec aftex Sl. The rising and faliing edges of the response 
curve reflect the shape of the sample-and-hold network response. 
in particular ia rise time. 

Table 2. Repeatabibty of Digiued Signal iSee Text) 

Attemation of Am-age Rh4S AMUItiplk Charge Pulse Digirizai value ,co”nts, ,,,. 
tpre-ayurauon) 

(counts) 

Xl 3676 2.0 xl 

x2 1938 1.1 xl 

x4 1004 0.6 xl 

x10 3473 1.7 ” x8 

Xl00 702 1.3 x8 

PedlXrai 397 1.6 Xh 
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Figure 5b shows the deviadon from the exrapolated line 
from the x8 region for points in the xl region tgrccater rhan l/B of 
full scale). 11 is seen lhat then is some “sag” to the mponsc for 
huge signals, which gradually appmaches a deviadon from linear 
behavior of - -6% at the largest digit&d vahzs. 

Figure 4. Digitized Respsc IO Full Scale Test PUIX 
for Various Sampie-and-Hold Times 

For Tl well before or after in optimul value, the digitized 
vaiue of -400 counts corrcsp~nds to the channel’s pcdeslal. For 
Tl within 80 nxc of the optimal delay. a digitized value 2 90% of 
full amplitude is obtained. It is seen rhat for an event cccting 
1.5 F after an event depositing jull scale energy in the channel 
of intetrsf the digitized vaiuc will be nearly unaffected by the 
previous event 

For TZ gmater than about I.5 WSCC, the digitized value is 
clcse but tmt equal to the pedestal value. By adjusting the relative 
gains of the Cl and C2 voltages (the gaiu factor a in Figure 3) the 
- b basdine may be optimized for each chalmel. The channel 
shown is slightly ovn-compennaud for the exponential docay of 
the intcgmto? output, so that the digitized output value is still 
remming to @estal “fmm above” for TI = 3 p sec. the Iongcst 
d&y show” in the plot. 

The shoulder and undershoot in the digidzcd response for 
Tl “ear 300 and SM) nsu: respectively are caused by a reflection 
at the amplifier input which propagates back to the untmminaed 
photo-multiplia tube ourput and back to the amptiia input (81. 
This effect is linear with input signal amplitude. and has an 
smpUtu& of -2% relative to tbc signai. 

The signal presented to the ADC is inrcndcd to be 
prqmrdnal to the im~tcd charge in the channel for the event 
being digidzca As described above. analog values comsponding 
N kss than l/8 of full scale ure first multiplied by a factor of 8; 
orha signals are digidzed direcdy. The deparmrc from predicted 
linear xnpnnsc for a channel are shown in Figures 5a and Sb. 

To generate these plots, the response of a channel was 
mcawred for a full scale test charge pulse of the appropriate shape 
arummcd by a factor between 1 and 90 dB, in steps of .5 dB. 

Figure 5a shows the deviation from linearity for the small 
signal range of inputs. which arc multiplied by 8 before 
digitization. The ordinate is the fraction of full scale charge 
integrated by the front end amplifier. and so only ranges from 
“m” (pcdcscxl) m about .I2 (l/8 of full scale). It is seen that the 
response of tic channel deviates only slightly (less than -1% for 
he enm range) from a hear kasr sqw fit to all the +nts in the 
test. The large fractional deviadons at the low end of the scale 
reflect the pedestal width 11.4 digital counts.~ The mean pedestal 
value for this channei is 394 counts. 
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&we 5s.. Deviation from Linear Response to Test 
Pulse Less than l/8 of Full Scale 
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Figure 5b. Deviation from Linear Response to Test 
pulse Grcaux dxn I/8 of Full Scale 

In addidon to the the pedestal fluctuations described in an In addidon to the the pedestal fluctuations described in an 
earlier section. some mccumy in the digidrcd value for a channel earlier section. some mccumy in the digidrcd value for a channel 
can ansc from cmsstalk wirh neighboring channels. can ansc from cmsstalk wirh neighboring channels. 

Figure 6 shows the digitized rcsponsc for a channel when 
a full scale test puise is injected into one of the channcrs nearest 
neighbors. A clear bipolar shape relative to pedestal is seen. 
which is close to pcdcsti near the “opbmal” Tl value. but can be 
as far as -40 counts aww from pcdestul. or about I.5 pans I” 
loo0 of rhc signal in me n&ghbonng channel. 
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When FulI Scale Pulse in Injected into 
A Nearest Neighbor Channel 

Channels which are not “carat neighbors on tie card are 
found to have much smaller Icvcls of cross-talk (for cxamp1c. -2 
pans in lOCOO for the next closest channel.) Funher tats show 
that the crosstalk effect is linear: that is. emsstalk is presmt for 
“earesrneighbor channels at the level of 1.5 parts in loo0 over the 
e*drc energy range 

A 544-channel charge mplifiiatio” and AX systent for a 
photo-multiplier tube array was successfully operated in the 
Experiment 705 spccrrotnctcr at average interaction rates 
appmaching I MHZ. 

Pedestal fluctuations bctwcen -3 MeV and -15 McV per 
channel were obtained, giving a conuibution to the energy 
resolu”nn of less than -5%/E. For example, the cncr-g~ resolution 
for single calibration showers is found to be 

o@)/E-(4.8%/E) - (l.B%/qE) + 1.3% 

in the regions employing SCGl-C glass, with the term in IdE 
somewhat worse for SF5 glass, as cxpectcd. The pedestals were 
found 10 be stable to within several digital counts over a period of 
“tO”thS. 

Off-line tests show that rhc digidzed pedestal value for a 
channel is unperturbed by a prior or subsequent event depositing 
full scale charge within 1 pscc of the event of inwrest. The 
digitized response of a channei is repeatable at the “nc or two 
count level for fixed input amplirudc acmss the entire dynamic 
range. (After dte xl data arc rcscalcd off-line this spread is 
somewhat worst of course.) 

The digitized rcsponae of a channel is linear to within less 
than 1% for signals less than 11.3 of full scale. For larger signals, 
the response falls below the value predicti by the sntall signal 
fitted slope: the magnitude of the deviadon irom linear behavior is 
slowly increasing, reaching --6% at the largest digitircd values. 

Cross&k is present at the level of I part in 1000 for 
neighboting channeis. and 2 parrs m 1CUXQ for next to nearest 
neighbors. 
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161 The effect showed up first as a broadening of the 
pc,dcstals “tcasurcd in actual data taking relative to those “tcasurcd 
~7th a test pulscr triggering digitization at a rixed frequency. It 
was then noticed that the pedestals measured at various fixed 
ftequmcies. while all quite narrow, differed in rhcir mean values 
oy many counu from frequency t” frequency. Finally, it was 
i?u”d that thc,nteasurcd pedestal value depwcd strongly on tbc 

rune intcrvai slncc t+ last digitization This dcpc”dc”cc appealed 
to condnuc Out to tune scales of minutes. mat is, the mcasured 
pedestal after a” interval of one minute was different by many 
counts from the pedestal measured after a” interval of say one 
Sczond.) 

[7l All channels were calibrated befnrc data taking so that 
a test tnput pulse with the correct shape for the channel and 
reprcscnttng the channel’s full wale cncrgy would give a dighized 
output close to 30,ooO counts (after multiplying by 8 as described 
under- above.) This pfovid.cd a Sntall 
“overhead” for each channel of several thousand digital counts 
above its nontinal full scale energy 

[81 The photo-multiplier tube outputs wcrc not 
back-tetiatcd in 50 n since this would have spoiled the 
tnNqatio” Of the low, frequency c?mpo”cnts of the charge puise 
as well as the baschnc stabilzauon of the charge integrating 
ampkfier. The shoulder nwxintum nccurs when T-2 lies on the 
(same-sign) ,+ction appearing on the integrator ouput. The 

‘mtntnutrn OCCUR when Tl ltes on the nflecdon. If a test ptdsc is 
inject+ with oniy a shortdeiay Zinc. no disturbance in the dig&& 
output 1s See”. 


